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Preface
What was the first cause of our existence? What is real? What is the
purpose of our lives? Questions like these have become the basis of the
study known as philosophy. While these questions were addressed in
ancient times through religion, the process of logically and methodically
thinking through life’s big questions did not begin until about the 7th
century BCE.

As different groups of philosophers worked together, they developed
“schools” or approaches to philosophy. These schools described the
origins and purpose of existence in very different ways. Individual
philosophers within each school had their own particular ideas.

The Pre-Socratic philosophers are the earliest of the philosophers. Their
concern was not so much with the topics of ethics and knowledge that
modern people associate with philosophy, but concepts we might
associate with physics. Empedocles and Anaxagoras are counted as
Pluralists, who believed there is more than one basic element from
which everything is composed. Leucippus and Democritus are Atomists.
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More or less following the Pre-Socratics came the trio of Socrates-
Plato-Aristotle, the schools of the Cynics, Skeptics, Stoics, and
Epicureans.
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1 CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION

Geography as a field of knowledge had its roots to the Greek scholarship.
This is not surprising as in the ancient times Greek was one of the well
flourished civilization dating back to 500BC –200BC with its center in
Greece and its surrounding areas. Greek period is rightly called as the
“golden period” because all Greeks provided a framework of concept that
guided the western thinking for many centuries . It was the most advanced
economy in the world. The Greek philosophers of that time had provided the
theoretical and scholarly base for the philosophical thinking through models,
concepts and paradigms which guided western academia for many centuries.
A large number of concepts and theories in the geographical philosophy
seem to have an inclination towards the Greek tradition.

The Greeks made tremendous advancements in the fields of geomorphology,
climatology, and oceanography. Among the ancient Greek scholars
Herodotus, Plato, Aristotle, Eratosthenes are the chief ones. The Greek made
remarkable development in the field of physical geography. Greece was the
land of great physical and topographical diversity which provided an impetus
to the growth and development of physical geography . Greece was the land
of high mountains, perennial and seasonal rivers, limestone areas and the
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land of occurrence of diverse phenomena , like- earthquakes, volcano and
tides.
These diversities made Greece think in this field.

Fig:1.1 Map of Ancient Greece.
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2 CHAPTER 2.0: TIME LINE
The Greeks made tremendous advancements in the fields of geomorphology,

climatology, and oceanography. Among the ancient Greek scholars Herodotus, Plato,

Aristotle, Eratosthenes is the chief ones. The Greeks made remarkable development in

the field of physical geography. Greece was the land of great physical and

topographical diversity, which provided an impetus to the growth and development of

physical geography. Greece was the land of high mountains, perennial and seasonal

rivers, limestone areas, and the land of occurrence of diverse phenomena like

earthquakes, volcanoes, and tides. These diversities made Greeks think in this field.

2.1 Greek Contributors:
NAME PERIOD ORIGIN EDUCATION ASSOC

IATE
OCCUPA
TION

KNOWN
for

HOMER (1280-1180
B.C)

Ionia,
Anatolia

He was
illiterate as
told by many
geographers.

He had no
associate.

Blind
Bard,
wrote
poems on
Trojan
War.

Iliad and
Odyssey

THALES (624-545
B. C)

Miletus He studied in
the school
Ionia/Milesia
n; Naturalism

He was no
one
associate.

Greek
mathemat
ician and
astronom
er

Scientific
philosophy
and
astronomy
and
mathemati
cs
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ANAXIMAN
DER

(610-546
B.C)

Miletus He studied in
the Milesian
school.

Thales was
his Master
and he was
his
associate.

Philosop
her,
physicist,
astronom
er.

Created
the
gnomon

HECATAEU
S

(550-476
B.C)

Miletus Not known He was no
one’s
associate.

Greek
Historian
and
Geograp
her.

Periodos
ges ,
Genealogi
ai and
Historia

HERODOT
US

(485-425
B.C)

Halicar
nassus,
Turkey

He studied
at one of the
best schools
of his time.
the name of
the school is
not known.

He was
no’s one
associate.

Greek
Historian
.

The
Histories is
one of his
notable
works.

HIPPOCRA
TES

(460-375
B.C)

Kos,
Greece.

Not known. Not known. Greek
Physician
.

Father of
Medicine.

PLATO (428-347
BC)

Athens,
Greece.

Not known. Socrates
was his
teacher.

Athenian
philosoph
er.

Notable
works -
Apology,
Crito,
Euthyphro,
Meno

ARISTOTLE (384–322
B.C.E.)

Stagira,
Greece.

Plato’s
Academy.

Plato was
his master

Greek
Philosop
her.

Aristotelia
n
philosophy.
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ALEXANDE
R

(356-323
B.C)

Pella In a school in
Meiza

He was
educated
by
Aristotle of
Stagria.

He was
the great
King of
Macedoni
a.

Conquest
of the
Persian
Empire.

PYTHEAS (350-285
B.C)

Maddali
a.

Not known Not known Navigato
r,geograp
her,astron
omer

Earliest
Greek
voyager to
voyage
Britain and
the Baltic
and the
Arctic
Circle.

ERATOSTH
ENES

(276-194
B.C)

Cyrene He was
educated in a
school in
Athens.

He was
taught by
Ariston of
Chios and
Arcesilaus.

Great
Mathemat
ician who
worked in
the library
of
Alexandri
a.

Father of
Geography.

POLYBIUS (200-118
B.C)

Megalop
olis.

Not known Not Known Greek
Statesman
and
Historian

The
Histories.

HIPPARCH
US

(190-120
B.C)

Nicaea,
Kingdom
of
Bithynia

Not known Not known. Greek
Astronome
r and
Mathemat
ician.

Discovered
the change
in the
orientation
of the
Earth’s
axis.

POSIDONI
US

(135-51
B.C)

Apamea
, Syria.

Stoic
philosophy.

Paneatius Greek
Astrono
mer.

Practise of
Stoic
Doctrine.

TABLE: 2.1 GREEK CONTRIBUTORS
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The major contribution of Greeks was in the fields of physical and

Mathematical geography along with astronomy. Many fundamental

concepts have been put forward by them like accurate measurement of the

earth’s circumference, earth’s position in the solar system; the shape of

the earth; ecumene, habitable regions of the world, and so on. In the field

of cartography, they brought the first map of the world on paper with the

help of projections. Even the philosophical foundations of human

geography have their roots in the Greek and Roman scholarship; worth

mentioning are the writings of Strabo. He laid the foundation of the

chronological paradigm in geography – the regional approach when he

concentrates on different parts of the earth in 17 volumes of his book

Geographia.

Similarly, Ptolemy’s Guide to Geography written in 8 volumes laid the

foundation of a comprehensive view of the world.
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3 CHAPTER 3.0 Contributions of
different Greek philosophers in the
field of geography.

• Homer (900 B.C. -701 B.C.):

Fig: 3.1

Pioneer in geographical thought a Greek poet, described historical events
in the form of “Illiad” and geographical account in the form of
“Odyssey”. .Homer classified wind in terms of Bores, Eurus , Notus and
Zephyrus. The epics of Homer, especially the Iliad and the Odyssey which
contain the episodes of Trojan War (1280 - 1180BC) provide excellent
accounts of historical geography of the then known world. Four winds
coming from different directions are brilliantly described in his writings.

• Thales (624 B.C. -550 B.C.):
A great astronomer and mathematician, Thales was a practical
businessman. He developed Six propositions .The most important is
that arch of different circle subtending equal angle at the centre
which is proportional to the circumference of which they are part. If
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Fig:
3.2

the two parallels lines are diagonally crossed by a straight line, the
opposite angles are equal. He initiated Measurement of Earth .He
predicted the date of solar eclipse and considered water as
substance out of which the whole cosmic elements of the universe
came into existence.

• Anaximander (611 B.C. -547 B.C.):

Fig: 3.3 Fig: 3.3.1
Anaximander is credited with the introduction of a Babylonian instrument
known as Gnomon into the Greek literary world. He is even credited to
produce a world map to scale. This map is based on the information
gathered from the Sumerians who had an archive of pictorial maps.
Interestingly, this map has an ocean encircling the world. In his thinking
about Earth, he regarded the inhabited portion as flat, consisting of the
top face of a cylinder, whose thickness is one-third its diameter. He held
that the Sun and the Moon are hollow rings filled with fire. Their disks are
vents or holes in the rings, through which the fire can shine. The phases of
the Moon, as well as eclipses of the Sun and the Moon, are due to the
vents’ closing up.

https://www.britannica.com/science/eclipse
https://www.britannica.com/science/eclipse
https://www.britannica.com/science/eclipse
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• Hecataueus (During 475 B.C.):

Fig: 3.4 Fig: 3.4.1

Hecataueus is known as Father of Geography. He initiated the
literary traditions in geography. His Pioneer Book is “Ges-
periodos” (description of the earth).This book is the first systematic
description of the known world. However, only fragments of books
are survived. He set the style of Geographical writing.Hecataueus
endorsed the views of his predecessors of earth being a circular
plane with Greece at the centre. In fact this little world was
surrounded by water, with two equally divided landmasses, Europe
in the north and Libya in the south, with Greece occupying the
centre.

• Herodotus (485 B.C. -425 B.C.):

Fig: 3.5

Herodotus was often referred to as "The Father of History". His
description of history had included the explaination of places where
he had visited and the people whose customs he had observed and
recorded. He is famous for his quote as “all history must be treated
geographically and all geography must be treated historically”.
Herodotus described the process of the formation of Nile delta. He
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has travelled most of the part of Africa, Europe and Asia and
explained the anthropological evolution of various indigenous
communities especially the tribes of Scythia and Persian
“Satrapies”.

• Hippocrates (460 B.C. -375 B.C.):

Fig: 3.6

Hippocrates in his book On Airs, Waters, Places explained the man
nature relationship in the context of climatic conditions.
Hippocrates probably produced the world’s first medical
geography.

• Plato (428 B.C. -348 B.C.):

Fig: 3.7

Plato was a philosopher of idealist traditions. He was the first person in
the history of world to produce a great all embracing system of philosophy
which has its ramifications in all departments of thought and reality. He
was a master of deductive reasoning. Plato perceived that substances on
the earth were only poor copies of ideas. In Geography his perception on
demographic limit and ideas of cosmos is an important contribution. He is
considered to be the first scholar who adopted the idea of round earth
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located in the center of the universe with the other celestial bodies
revolving around it in a circular motion.
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• ARISTOTLE (384 B.C- 322 B.C):

Fig: 3.8 Aristotle.

Aristotle was the great Greek philosopher. He founded his academy of
learning known as “Lyceum”. He perceived earth as a sphere and observed
the phenomena of tides. In his book ‘Meterologica’, Aristotle provided a
notion of origin of spring. He believed that the best method of building a
reliable theory was to begin with the observation of empirical facts. Aristotle
thus successfully laid the foundation of world’s first paradigm to guide
research procedures. Aristotle was perhaps one of the earliest determinists.
He proposed varying habitability of the earth with varying latitude and
established it as a function of distance from the equator.

• ALEXANDER (356 B.C-323 B.C):

Fig: 3.9 Alexander ‘The Great’.
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He contributed in vivid description of lands under his empire. He made
territory maps that were unknown to western world. Established great
progress in geography and history, introduced Greek culture and language.
His conquests also increased scientific and geographical knowledge of the
ancient world.

• PYTHEAS (310 B.C- 306 B.C):

.

Fig: 3.10 Pytheas.

Pytheas of Massalia was a Greek geographer, explorer and astronomer from
the Greek colony of Massalia (modern-day Marseille, France). He was a
navigator, geographer, astronomer, and the first Greek to visit and describe
the British Isles and the Atlantic coast of Europe. His scientific interests
appear from his calculations made with a sundial at the summer solstice and
from notes on the lengthening days as he traveled northward. He also
observed that the polestar is not at the true pole and that the Moon affects
tides.

• ERATOSTHENES (276 B.C- 194 B.C):

https://www.britannica.com/place/British-Isles
https://www.britannica.com/place/British-Isles
https://www.britannica.com/science/summer-solstice-astronomy
https://www.britannica.com/science/summer-solstice-astronomy
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Fig: 3.11.1 Eratosthenes world map. Fig: 3.11 Eratosthenes.

Eratosthenes has been regarded as the ‘Father of Geography’. He is the one
who coined the term Geography, deriving from two words ‘ge’ meaning ‘the
earth’ and ‘graphy’ meaning ‘to describe’. He is credited to provide the
definition of geography as the ‘’study of earth as the home of man’’. His
outstanding contribution for which he is known throughout the world is his
measurement of the earth’s circumference. Erastosthenes is known to have
identified five climatic zones, a torrid zone, two temperate zones, and two
frigid zones. While the area 24° north and south of the equator was
designated as the torrid zone, the areas 24° from each pole were the frigid
zones. The areas in between were the two temperate zones. Erastosthenes
also attempted to determine how far our earth is from the sun and the moon.

Fig: 3.11.2 Calculation of Earth’s Circumference by Eratosthenes.
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• POLYBIUS (200 B.C- 118 B.C):

Fig: 3.12 Polybius.

Polybius was a physical geographer. He studied the process of erosion and
suggested how streams grade their valleys.

• HIPPARCHUS (190 B.C- 127 B.C):

Fig: 3.13 Hipparchus.

Hipparchus was a Greek astronomer, mathematician and geographer. He is
considered as the founder of trigonometry. He is famous for his discovery of
equinoxes, for compilation of the first known star catalogue and his
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developments in field of scientific cartography. He stressed the importance of
parallels of latitudes and meridians of longitude. He invented instrument
known as astrolabe for determining latitudes and longitudes. He was the first
to divide the circle into 360 degree. He is also credited for conversion of
three dimensional sphere into two dimensional plane and designed
orthographic and stereographic projections to achieve this. These projections
show only a hemisphere, not whole Earth.

• POSIDONIUS (135 B.C- 51 B.C):

Fig: 3.14 Posidonius.

Posidonius was an important Greek historian, astronomer, geographer and
teacher. He wrote a book ‘The Ocean’. He made two important contributions,
out of which one was later proved wrong, while the other was right, but it
was overlooked for a long time. Firstly, he recalculated the circumference of
the Earth and at a much smaller figure than that of Eratosthenes. He greatly
overestimated the West to East distance from the Westernmost part of Europe
to the Eastern extremity of the ekumene (the habitable Earth), then thought to
be occupied by India. He therefore said that a ship sailing westward from
European coast of Atlantic would reach the East coast of India after a
journey in search of India, which finally ended at the Eastern coast of
America. Secondly, Posidonius contradicted the view of Aristotle that the
equatorial part of the torrid zone was inhabitable because of heat. He
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insisted that the areas of highest temperature were located near the tropics
and temperature near equator are much less extreme. He pointed out that the
overhead Sun pauses the longest near the tropics and is overhead at the
equator for a much shorter time.
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4 CHAPTER 4.0 DICHOTOMY
BETWEEN GREEK CONTRIBUTERS

 Thales Vs. Homer:

Thales, the first scientist and the first philosopher on planet earth
(Said Aristotle), thought the world should be explained in terms of
the natural world .

whereas Homer (The Odyssey and Iliad) argued that the world
should be thought of in supernatural terms.

 THALES Vs. ANAXIMANDER

Although the two philosophers concurred on the theory of an
underlying principle, They differed on the nature of this element.
While Thales definitively identified it as water .

Anaximander held that the fundamental element accounting for all
existence is an unknown neutral, indeterminate element .

Anaximander called this element ‘aperion’, meaning the “infinite,
indefinite, imperishable, and eternally undifferentiated” entity.
Thales identified water as an ‘uber-element’ fundamental to the other
three. His reasoning stemmed from the observation that water
pervades all materials, including seeds
Anaximander’s strong belief that the four elements are usually
incompatible with each other informed his choice of a distinct element
as the source material .
Further, he reasoned that none of the four elements could be the
source material, as they were all opposites (To Anaximander, the
boundless element or the aperion was the perfect ‘ur-stuff’
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In comparison, Thales chose water as the uber-element because
of its pervasive nature. He observed that life on earth is
derived from water. Furthermore, water can exist in all the
three states, i.e., gas, liquid, and solid, through evaporation
and freezin). It is also seemingly unlimited and a source of
nourishment for all things. To Anaximander, only an infinite
material can account for a finite world. He saw this natural
principle as the “arche of the world” .

Thales differed from Anaximander in explaining the forces that
keep the four elements in balance.
He held that the universe contains gods.
On his part, Anaximander held that opposites subdued each
other through a process called “moral necessity” .
Anaximander’s moral necessity concept resonated with the
idea of a natural law that dictates the balance of the four
elements in nature.
Thales never considered the four elements to be opposites;
rather, he thought of water as the primary source of the other
three.

Thales also did not fathom a potential conflict between any two
elements.
To him, the uber-element, i.e., water, gave forth to the other
three.
However, to Anaximander, a conflict existed among the four

elements. The very being of one element subdued the other’s

viability, creating an injustice . He meant that a cosmic law

dictated the natural order of things and prevented such conflicts.

The violation of this law affects the natural balance, causing a
disproportionate exposure to any of the four opposites, i.e.,
“hot, cold, wet, or dry”.
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Therefore, Anaximander believed that the violation of the
natural law constrains the harmonic balance among the four
elements.

Anaximander suggested that the earth was not resting on
anything in space
His assertion resonated with the earlier conception of gravity
as a non-directional force.

 THUCYDIDES vs HISTORIAN HERODOTUS
Ancient Greek historian Thucydides have accused Herodotus of
making up stories for entertainment purposes .

In response, Herodotus has explained that he reported what he
"saw and [what was] told to him."

In spite of this, a sizable portion of the information Herodotus
has provided has since been confirmed and found credible by
modern historians and archaeologists.

 HECATAEUS VS HERODOTUS

HECATAEUS was probably the first of the logographers to attempt a
serious prose history and to employ critical method to distinguish
myth from historical fact, though he accepts Homer and other poets
as trustworthy authoritie. Herodotus, though he contradicts
Hecataeus statements at least once, is indebted to Hecataeus for the
concept of a prose history.

 PLATO VS ARISTOTOLE

Aristotle disagreed with much of Plato's philosophy. Plato was an idealist,
who believed that everything had an ideal form. Aristotle believed in looking at
the real world and studying it
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 ARISTOTLE VS HIPPOCRATES- MAN NATURE RELATION.

The concept of Aristotle deals with ‘Man is by nature a social animal,
an individual who is unsocial naturally and not accidentally is either
beneath our notice or more than human. Society is something that
precedes the individual.”
Hippocrates’s concept on the nature of man is based on that the
degree of damage of a given disease can do to a person depends on
its nature.

 ALEXANDER Vs ERATOSTHENES- REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY.
Alexander laid his work on the perspective of different features of
earth such as desert, saline tracts , fertile valleys, snow capped hill
tops , canyons, various human races , plants, animals etc.
Eratosthenes thought was on the shape of India to be almost like
rhombus . His idea was based mainly on the Himalayas and the rivers
like direction of flowing Ganges, concept of expane of Red Sea.

 ARISTOTLE Vs POSIDONIUS :CLIMATE REGION

Aristotle view was that the equatorial regions are the hottest and
driest area and are devoid of human habitation.
Posidonius opposed Aristotle and declared that hottest areas are
situated in the tropics (Tropic of cancer and Tropic of Capricorn)
because of inferred rays of stay over the equator is short and is long
over tropics.
 ANAXIMANDER Vs HIPPARCHUS:ASTRONOMY
Anaximander set up a Gnomon (a shadow casting rod) an instrument
to study of relative positions of stars and their seasonal positions.
Hipparchus set up Astrolable, an instrument to determine latitude
with respect to pole star.
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 DIACHOTOMY BETWEEN GREEK AND FRENCH SCHOOL OF
THOUGHT:-

 GREEK SCHOOL OF THOUGHT :
Greek school of thought scattered forms back to 5000 B.C.Assyrians
of West Asia ,

Babylonians, Sumerians ,Egyptians, Phoenicians etc stake their
claim to have studied geography. Assyrians mainly studied
mathematics and geography. It is they who divided a circle into
360degrees. The method of imagining longitude and latitude was also
invented by them.

From 7000 to 2500 years ago there lived Babylonians who were
advanced enough in science and agriculture. They held a high
position in astronomy and astrology also . They used Sexagonal
method of calculation.

In about 3200 BC alphabets were invented by Sumerians. Cuneiform
Script was their invention. Decimal system and different formulae of
mathematics were first invented by them.

Greek made important contributions in the philosophical history of
geography. Their development of the subject was formed mainly into
3 classes : 1)Exploration 2) Preparation of information charts and
maps and 3) Thoughtful explanation

These contributions helped in development in following ways : 1)
Exploration helped them to gather new information 2) Preparation of
chart and maps helped them to systematically arrange and organize
the information collected through exploration and 3)Thoughts
enabled them to draw conclusions from the collected information
through reasoning.
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FRENCH SCHOOL OF THOUGHT:

In the Modern Age, a great improvement in the study of geography
was recorded in Germany , France , Britain , America and Soviet
Russia.
The term Modern Age refers to the age of enlightenment in Europe
which began in 18th century .Under the influence of science and
technology the shackles of blind beliefs and religion were shed and
reasonable, materialistic, scientific analysis became popular.
In France as in Germany, geography was taught by historians,
geologists, military personnel and engineers – Galileo , Sir Isaac
Newton, Kepler, Copernicus etc.
Phillippe Buache (1752) was the first French scholar who criticzed
the prevalent method of representation of population , economic and
other data in administrative units.
French School made Geography as a subject of integrating
humanities and natural science.
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5.0
CONCLUSION
The early Greek were the first civilization to practice a form of
GEOGRAPHY that Was more than more map making or cartography. They
borrowed many of the concept of
ASTRONOMY ,GEOMETRY ,MATHEMATICS from different of countries
at that era .At that century or golden era of GREEK ,some of people had
materialized ,among of them HOMER ,THALES,ANAXIMANDER,
HECATAEUS,HERODOTUS,PLATO,ARISTOTLE had taken important role
in GREEKS GOLDEN ERA. Theory of them had flaws.

The chief conflict in the poem is between Odysseus's desire to reach home and
the forces that keep him from his goal, a conflict that the narrator of the
Odyssey spells out in the opening line. The Iliad is probably most known for the
conflicts caused by Helen of Troy. Known as the most beautiful woman in the
world, Helen of Troy is often stated as the immediate cause of the Trojan War.
Thales worked from is that all matter in nature was built from a common
principle or element. For Thales, that original principle of matter was water.
Thales also suggested that the Earth itself must float on top of water. Thales
had no scientific knowledge though about how bodies contain water. Thales
was demonstrably wrong when he suggested everything is made of different
types of water The fire in the moon's ring was cooler than the fire in the sun's
ring. Although he correctly said the moon was closer to us that the sun, he
incorrectly placed the stars closer to us than the moon.
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 

Encryption is the most effective way to achieve data security. The Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES), also known as Rijndael (its original name), is a 

specification for the encryption of electronic data established by the U.S. 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001. 

The aim of the project is to achieve an efficient Python implementation of 128-

bit block and 128-bit key AES cryptosystem. An Optimized Python code is 

developed for the implementation of both 128-bit data encryption and 

decryption process & description is verified using Visual Studio Code. 
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1.1.1 WHAT IS CRYPTOGRAPHY? 

Domain Description 
 

To enhance the security of the data, code language for writing messages were used. The branch of mathematics 

that investigates the code languages and methods is called cryptology. Cryptology consists of two streams 

namely cryptography and cryptanalysis. Cryptography is a science of coding message secretly while 

cryptanalysis is a science of breaking codes. 

 
CRYPTOLOGY 

 
 
 

 
CRYPTOGRAPHY                          CRYPTANALYSIS 

 
 

Our project is concerned with cryptography. Cryptography is a science of using mathematics to 

encrypt and decrypt data. Cryptography enables to store sensitive information or transmit it across in secure 

networks so that it cannot be read by anyone except the intended recipient. 

AES comprises three block ciphers, AES-128, AES-192 and aes-256. Each cipher encrypts and decrypts data 

in blocks of 128 bits using cryptographic keys of 128-, 192- and 256-bits, respectively. Symmetric or secret-

key ciphers use the same key for encrypting and decrypting, so both the sender and the receiver must know and 

use the same secret key. All key lengths are deemed sufficient to protect classified information upto the 

"Secret" level with "Top Secret" information requiring either 192- or 256-bit key lengths. 
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Symmetric or Private key 
 

key cryptography systems use the same key for both to encrypt the plain text and to decrypt the 

cipher text. Symmetric key systems have the advantage of being simple and fast. However, the 

important factor to be considered is that the parties involved must exchange there in secured way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig -1: Secret key scheme 

 

 

Public Key 
 

In comparison to symmetric key, public key cryptography systems use different keys to encrypt to 

plaintext and to decrypt the cipher text. In comparison to symmetric key, public key cryptography 

systems use different keys to encrypt to plaintext and to decrypt the ciphertext. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig -2: Public key scheme 
 

Public key uses 2 different keys – a public key for encryption and a private key for decryption. 

Using this encryption system, the public key can be distributed in an on-secure way. The private 

key is never transmitted and is only available at the recipient’s side. As the keys are different, the 

decryption of the cipher text computationally is assumed to be not feasible without the private key. 
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HOW DOES CRYPTOGRAPHY WORK? 

 
Acryptographicalgorithm,orcipher,isamathematicalfunctionusedintheencryption 

anddecryptionprocess.Acryptographicalgorithmworksincombinationwithakey—aword, 

number,orphrase—toencrypttheplaintext.Thesameplaintextencryptstodifferentciphertext 

withdifferentkeys. 

The security of encrypted data is entirely dependent on two things: the strength of the 

cryptographic algorithm and the secrecy of the key. 
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Motivation 
 
 

 

In today's electronic age, the importance of digital cryptography in securing electronic data 

transactions is unquestionable. Every day, users electronically generate and communicate a 

large volume of information with others. This information includes medical, financial and 

legal files; automatic and Internet banking; phone conversations; pay-per-view television; 

and other e-commerce transactions. To meet these requirements, Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) for the encryption of electronic data can be used. 

Here we are going to achieve an efficient Python implementation of 128bit block and 128-bit 

key AES cryptosystem 

 

 
What are the differences between DES and AES encryption? 

 
 

 DES AES 

Developed 1977 2000 

Key 

Length 

56 bits 128, 192, or 256 bits 

Cipher 
Type 

Symmetric block cipher Symmetric block cipher 

Block Size 64 bits 128 bits 

Security Proven inadequate Considered secure 
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Scope Of theWork 
 
 
 

 

The scope of work for this project will cover the 

development of cryptography. This project will be 

focused on the process of encryption of a text 

message.Infuturewecanfurtherbuildourprojectto a GUI 

based application available on several 

platformslikewindows,androidetc. 
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BACKGROUNDAND REVIEW OFRELATED 
WORK 

 
 
 
 

 

Encryptionisthemosteffectivewaytoachievedatasecurityanditiswidely 

usedinvarioustypesofencryptionsoftext,audio,image,etc. 

It has several advantages: This robust security algorithm may be implemented 

in both hardware and software. 

It is resilient against hacking attempts, Due to its higher-length keysizes 

(128,192,and256bits).Inourprojectwehaveusedkey-sizeof128-bitsItis an open-

sourcesolution. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
 

 

1.Problem Formulation: 
 
 

In our code we are taking an user input of a text message 

and performed various steps involved in the process of 
encryption and output the ciphered text . 

Steps involved in aes encryption are:- 
→ShiftRows 

→SubByte 

→AddRoundKey 
→Mixcolumn 
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Introduction to the Advanced Encryption Standard 
 

 

 

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), also known as Rijndael (its original name), is a 

specification for the encryption of electronic data established by the U.S. National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001.AES is based on the Rijndael cipher developed by two 

Belgian cryptographers, Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen, who submitted a proposal to NIST 

during the AES selection process. Rijndael is a family of ciphers with different key and block sizes. 

For AES, NIST selected three members of the Rijndael family, each with a block size of 128 bits, 

but three different key lengths: 128, 

192 and 256 bits. AES has been adopted by the U.S. government and is now used worldwide. It 

supersedes the Data Encryption Standard (DES), which was published in 1977. The algorithm 

described by AES is a symmetric-key algorithm, meaning the same key is used for both encrypting 

and decrypting the data. In the United States, AES was announced by the NIST as U.S. FIPS PUB 

197 (FIPS 197) on November 26, 2001.This announcement followed a five-year standardization 

process in which fifteen competing designs were presented and evaluated, before the Rijndael cipher 

was selected as the most suitable.AES became effective as a federal government standard on May 

26, 2002 after approval by the Secretary of Commerce.AES is included in the ISO/IEC 18033-3 

standard. 

AES is available in many different encryption packages, and is the first publicly  accessibleand open 

cipher approved by the National Security Agency (NSA) for top secret information when used in an 

NSA approved cryptographic module. The name Rijndael is a play on the names of the two inventors 

(Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen). It is also a combination of the Dutch name for the Rhine River 

and adale. 
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Description of the cipher 
 

AES is based on a design principle known as a substitution-permutation network, combination ofboth 

substitutionandpermutation,andisfastinbothsoftwareandhardware.AESisavariantofRijndaelwhich has a fixed 

block size of 128 bits, and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits. By contrast, the Rijndael 

specificationspecifiedwithblockandkeysizesthatmaybeanymultipleof32bits,bothwithaminimumof 

128andamaximumof256bits.AESoperatesona4×4column-majorordermatrixofbytes,termedthe 

state,althoughsomeversionsofRijndaelhavealargerblocksizeandhaveadditionalcolumnsinthestate. 

MostAEScalculationsaredoneinaspecialfinitefield.Forinstance,ifyouhave16bytes,b0,b1...b15,these bytes 

are represented as this matrix: 
 

 

The key size used for an AES cipher specifies the number of repetitions of transformation rounds that convert 

the input, called the plaintext, into the final output, called the cipher text. The number of cycles of repetition is 

as follows: 

▪ 10 cyclesofrepetitionfor128-bitkeys. 

▪ 12cyclesofrepetitionfor192-bitkeys. 

▪ 14 cyclesofrepetitionfor256-bitkeys. 

Each round consists of several processing steps, each containing four similar but different stages, including 

one that depends on the encryption key itself. A set of reverse rounds are applied to transform cipher text back 

into the original plaintext using the same encryption key. 
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Fig1 Cipher description 
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AES Algorithm Structure 
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Description of thealgorithm 
 
 

1. KeyExpansions 

RoundkeysarederivedfromthecipherkeyusingRijndael’skey 

schedule.AESrequiresaseparate128-bitroundkeyblockforeachround plus 

onemore. 

2. InitialRound 

 

(a) AddRoundKey—each byte of the state is combined with a block of the 

round key using bitwise xor. 

 

3. Rounds 

 

(a) SubBytes—anon-linearsubstitutionstepwhereeachbyteisreplaced 

withanotheraccordingtoalookuptable. 

 
(b) ShiftRows—atranspositionstepwherethelastthreerowsofthestate 

areshiftedcyclicallyacertainnumberofsteps. 

 
(c) MixColumns—a mixing operation which operates on the columns of 

thestate,combiningthefourbytesineachcolumn. 

 

(d) AddRoundKey 

4. Final Round (no MixColumns) 

(a)SubBytes 

(b)ShiftRows 

(c)AddRoundKey 
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Fig 2 Operations involved in AES algorithm 
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The Rijndael Key Schedule 
 

 

 
 

TheKeyScheduleisresponsibleforexpandingashortkeyintoalarger key, whose partsareusedduringthe 

differentiterations.Eachkeysizeis expanded toadifferent size: 

▪ An128bitkeyisexpandedtoan176bytekey. 

▪ An192bitkeyisexpandedtoan208bytekey. 

▪ An256bitkeyisexpandedtoan240bytekey. 

Thereisarelationbetweenthecipherkeysize,thenumberofroundsandthe Expanded Keysize. Foran128- bitkey, 

there is one initial AddRoundKey operation plus thereare10rounds andeachroundneedsanew16 byte 

key, therefore we require 10+1Round Keys of 16byte, which equals 176byte. The same logic can be 

applied to the two other cipher key sizes. The general formula isthat: 

ExpandedKeySize = (nbrRounds+1) * BlockSize 
 

 

Fig 3 AES Key Scheduling 
 
 

 

This step takes 128-bits (16-bytes) key and expands into array of 44 32-bit 

words. 
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AES operations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1.The SubBytes operation 

The SubBytes operation is a non-linear byte substitution, operating on each 

byte of the state independently. The substitution table (S- Box) is invertible 

and is constructed by the composition of two transformations: 

1. Take the multiplicative inverse in Rijndael's finitefield 

 

2. Apply an affine transformation which is documented in the Rijndael 

documentation. Since the S-Box is independent of any input, pre- calculated 

forms are used. Each byte of the state is then substituted by the value in the S-

Box whose index corresponds to the value in the state 

b (i,j) = SBox[a(i,j)] 

 
The inverse of SubBytes is the same operation, using the inversed S- Box, 

which is also precalculated 
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. 
 

 

 

Fig4 SubBytes step 
 

In the SubBytes step, each byte in the state is replaced 

with its entry in a fixed 8-bit lookup table, S; b(i,j) = 

S(i,j) 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig 5 S-box implementation on the state matrix 
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SubBytes Table 
 
 

Fig 6  SubBytes Table 
 
 
 
 
 

InvSubBytes Table 
 

Fig 7  InvSubBytes Table 
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Sample SubByte Transformation: 
 
 
 

The SubBytes and InvSubBytes transformations are inverses of each other.  
 

 

Fig 8 An example of SubBytes and InvSubBytes transformations 



 
 

 

  
 
 

 
2. The ShiftRowoperation: 

In this operation, each row of the state is cyclically shifted to the left, 

depending on the row index. 

➢ The 1st row is shifted 0 positions tothe left. 

➢ The 2nd row is shifted 1 position tothe left. 

➢ The 3rd row is shifted 2 positions tothe left. 

➢ The 4th row is shifted 3 positions tothe left. 

The inverse of Shift Row is the same cyclically shift but to the right. It is 

needed later for decoding. 
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Fig 9 Shift Rows Scheme 

 
In the ShiftRows step, bytes in each row of the state are shifted cyclically to the left. The 

number of places each byte is shifted differs for each row. 

 
 

ShiftRows and InvShiftRows: 
 

 

 

 
Fig 10 An example of ShiftRows and InvShiftRows 
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3. The MixColumn operation 

 
 

In the MixColumns step, the four bytes of each column of the state are combined 

using an invertible linear transformation. The MixColumns function takes four 

bytes as input and outputs four bytes, where each input byte affects all four output 

bytes. Together with ShiftRows, MixColumns provides diffusion in the cipher. 

During this operation, each column is transformed using a fixed matrix 

(matrix multiplied by column gives new value of column in the state):  

 

 
This can also be seen as the following: 
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Fig 11 MixColumns Scheme 
 
 
 

The MixColumns operation has the following inverse (numbers are decimal): 
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Fig 12 Mix Column and Inv Mix Column 
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Fig 13 An example of AES mix 
columnsoperation 

47 40 A3 4C 

37 D4 70 9F 

94 E4 3A 42 

ED A5 A6 BC 

 

87 F2 4D 97 

6E 4C 90 EC 

46 E7 4A C3 

A6 8C D8 95 

 



 
 

 

  
 
 

4.The AddRoundKey operation 

 
 

In this operation, a Round Key is applied to the state by a simple bitwise 

XOR. The Round Key is derived from the Cipher Key by the means of the key 

schedule. The Round Key length is equal to the block key length (=16 bytes). 

 
In the AddRoundKey step, the subkey is combined with the state. For each 

round, a subkey is derived from the main key using Rijndael’s key schedule; 

each subkey is the same size as the state. The subkey is added by combining 

each byte of the state with the corresponding byte of the subkey using bitwise 

XOR. 
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In the AddRoundKey step, each byte of the state is combined with a byte of the 

round subkey using the XOR operation. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig 14 AddRoundKey Scheme 
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Other Design Descriptions 
 
 
 
 

Data Flow Diagram 0-Level of AES Algorithm: - 
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Data Flow Diagram 1-Level of AES Algorithm: - 
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Implementation 
 

Source Code:- 
 

 
 

#Substitution Box s_box=[['63','7c','77','7b','f2','6b','6f','c5','30','01','67','2b','fe','d7','ab','76'] 

, ['ca','82','c9','7d','fa','59','47','f0','ad','d4','a2','af','9c','a4','72','c0'], 

['b7','fd','93','26','36','3f','f7','cc','34','a5','e5','f1','71','d8','31','15'], 
['04','c7','23','c3','18','96','05','9a','07','12','80','e2','eb','27','b2','75'], 
['09','83','2c','1a','1b','6e','5a','a0','52','3b','d6','b3','29','e3','2f','84'], 

['53','d1','00','ed','20','fc','b1','5b','6a','cb','be','39','4a','4c','58','cf'], 

['d0','ef','aa','fb','43','4d','33','85','45','f9','02','7f','50','3c','9f','a8'], 

['51','a3','40','8f','92','9d','38','f5','bc','b6','da','21','10','ff','f3','d2'], 

['cd','0c','13','ec','5f','97','44','17','c4','a7','7e','3d','64','5d','19','73'], 

['60','81','4f','dc','22','2a','90','88','46','ee','b8','14','de','5e','0b','db'], 

['e0','32','3a','0a','49','06','24','5c','c2','d3','ac','62','91','95','e4','79'], 

['e7','c8','37','6d','8d','d5','4e','a9','6c','56','f4','ea','65','7a','ae','08'], 
['e7','c8','37','6d','8d','d5','4e','a9','6c','56','f4','ea','65','7a','ae','08'], 

['70','3e','b5','66','48','03','f6','0e','61','35','57','b9','86','c1','1d','9e'], 

['e1','f8','98','11','69','d9','8e','94','9b','1e','87','e9','ce','55','28','df'], 

['8c','a1','89','0d','bf','e6','42','68','41','99','2d','0f','b0','54','bb','16']] 

# Substitution Box Ends 

 

#To Print State In Matrix Form def 

print(State): 

print() 
for i in  range(4): for j 

inrange(4): 

print(State[i][j]," ",end="") print() 

print() 

 

#AddRoundKey Function 

def AddRoundKey (State,w,rnd,Nb): for c in 
range(Nb): 

State[0][c]=hex(int(State[0][c],16)^int(w[rnd*Nb] [c],16)).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) 

 

State[1][c]=hex(int(State[1][c],16)^int(w[rnd*Nb+1][c],16)).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) 

 

State[2][c]=hex(int(State[2][c],16)^int(w[rnd*Nb+2][c],16)).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) 

State[3][c]=hex(int(State[3][c],16)^int(w[rnd*Nb+3][c],16)).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) #Shift Row Operation 

def ShiftRows(State): for i 
inrange(0,4): 

State[i]=State[i][i:]+State[i][:i] 
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#Mix Column Operation def 

MixColumns(State): 

#Galois Field Multiplication Table Of 2 
 

mul2=[['00','02','04','06','08','0a','0c','0e','10','12','14','16','18','1a','1c','1e'], 

['20','22','24','26','28','2a','2c','2e','30','32','34','36','38','3a','3c','3e'], 
['40','42','44','46','48','4a','4c','4e','50','52','54','56','58','5a','5c','5e'], 

['60','62','64','66','68','6a','6c','6e','70','72','74','76','78','7a','7c','7e'], 

['80','82','84','86','88','8a','8c','8e','90','92','94','96','98','9a','9c','9e'], 

['a0','a2','a4','a6','a8','aa','ac','ae','b0','b2','b4','b6','b8','ba','bc','be'], 
['c0','c2','c4','c6','c8','ca','cc','ce','d0','d2','d4','d6','d8','da','dc','de'], 

['e0','e2','e4','e6','e8','ea','ec','ee','f0','f2','f4','f6','f8','fa','fc','fe'], 

['1b','19','1f','1d','13','11','17','15','0b','09','0f','0d','03','01','07','05'], 

['3b','39','3f','3d','33','31','37','35','2b','29','2f','2d','23','21','27','25'], 
['5b','59','5f','5d','53','51','57','55','4b','49','4f','4d','43','41','47','45'], 

['7b','79','7f','7d','73','71','77','75','6b','69','6f','6d','63','61','67','65'], 

['9b','99','9f','9d','93','91','97','95','8b','89','8f','8d','83','81','87','85'], 
['bb','b9','bf','bd','b3','b1','b7','b5','ab','a9','af','ad','a3','a1','a7','a5'], 

['db','d9','df','dd','d3','d1','d7','d5','cb','c9','cf','cd','c3','c1','c7','c5'], 

['fb','f9','ff','fd','f3','f1','f7','f5','eb','e9','ef','ed','e3','e1','e7','e5']] 

#Galois Field Multiplication Table Of 3 mul3=[['00','03','06','05','0c','0f','0a','09','18','1b','1e','1d','14','17','12','11'], 

['30','33','36','35','3c','3f','3a','39','28','2b','2e','2d','24','27','22','21'], 
['60','63','66','65','6c','6f','6a','69','78','7b','7e','7d','74','77','72','71'], 

['50','53','56','55','5c','5f','5a','59','48','4b','4e','4d','44','47','42','41'], 

['c0','c3','c6','c5','cc','cf','ca','c9','d8','db','de','dd','d4','d7','d2','d1'], 

['f0','f3','f6','f5','fc','ff','fa','f9','e8','eb','ee','ed','e4','e7','e2','e1'], 
['a0','a3','a6','a5','ac','af','aa','a9','b8','bb','be','bd','b4','b7','b2','b1'], 

['90','93','96','95','9c','9f','9a','99','88','8b','8e','8d','84','87','82','81'], 

['9b','98','9d','9e','97','94','91','92','83','80','85','86','8f','8c','89','8a'], 

['ab','a8','ad','ae','a7','a4','a1','a2','b3','b0','b5','b6','bf','bc','b9','ba'], 
['fb','f8','fd','fe','f7','f4','f1','f2','e3','e0','e5','e6','ef','ec','e9','ea'], 

['cb','c8','cd','ce','c7','c4','c1','c2','d3','d0','d5','d6','df','dc','d9','da'], 

['5b','58','5d','5e','57','54','51','52','43','40','45','46','4f','4c','49','4a'], 

['6b','68','6d','6e','67','64','61','62','73','70','75','76','7f','7c','79','7a'], 
['3b','38','3d','3e','37','34','31','32','23','20','25','26','2f','2c','29','2a'], 

['0b','08','0d','0e','07','04','01','02','13','10','15','16','1f','1c','19','1a']] 

for i in range(4): S0i=int(State[0][i],16) 

S1i=int(State[1][i],16) 

S2i=int(State[2][i],16) 

S3i=int(State[3][i],16) 

 

S0=hex((int(mul2[int(State[0][i][0],16)][int(State[0][i][1],16)],16))^(int(mul3[int(Stat 

e[1][i][0],16)][int(State[1][i][1],16)],16))^S2i^S3i).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) 

 

S1=hex(S0i^(int(mul2[int(State[1][i][0],16)][int(State[1][i][1],16)],16))^(int(mul3[int( 

State[2][i][0],16)][int(State[2][i][1],16)],16))^S3i).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) 

 

S2=hex(S0i^S1i^(int(mul2[int(State[2][i][0],16)][int(State[2][i][1],16)],16))^(int(mul3[ 
int(State[3][i][0],16)][int(State[3][i][1],16)],16))).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) 
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S3=hex((int(mul3[int(State[0][i][0],16)][int(State[0][i][1],16)],16))^S1i^S2i^(int(mul2[ 

int(State[3][i][0],16)][int(State[3][i][1],16)],16))).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) State[0][i]=S0 

State[1][i]=S1 

State[2][i]=S2 

State[3][i]=S3 
 

#SubByte Operation def 

SubBytes(a): 

#To Substitue for i 
in range(4): 

for j in range(4): x=int(a[i][j][0],16) 
y=int(a[i][j][1],16) 

a[i][j]=s_box[x][y] return a 
 

#Function To Convert Input Message Into Hexadecimal Equivalent def state(txt): 

State=[] 

ind=0 

for linrange(4): # A for loop for row entries a =[] 

for minrange(4): # A for loop for column entries 

a.append(hex(ord(txt[ind])).lstrip('0x').zfill(2)) ind+=1 

State.append(a) 
State =[[State[j][i] for j in range(len(State))] for i in range(len(State[0]))] #Converting Rows 

ToColumns 

return State 
 

#Function To XOR Two Hexadecimal Lists defxor(a,b): 

li=[hex(int(i,16)^int(j,16)).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) for i,j in zip(a,b)] returnli 

 

#Round Constant For Key Expansion def Rcon(i): 

r_c=['02','00','00','00'] 

n=r_c.copy() if 

i<9: 

n[0]=hex(int(n[0])**(i-1)).lstrip('0x').zfill(2) elif i==9: 

n[0]=hex(27).lstrip('0x') else: 

n[0]=hex(36).lstrip('0x') return n 

 

#RotWord Operation Of Key Expansion def 

RotWord(temp): 

for i in range(4): temp[i]=temp[i][1:]+temp[i][:1] 

return temp 
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#SubWord Operation Of Key Expansion def 

SubWord(temp): 

#To Substitue for i 

in range(4): 

x=int(temp[i][0],16) 
y=int(temp[i][1],16) 

temp[i]=s_box[x][y] return 

temp 
 

#KeyExpansion Function 

def KeyExpansion(key,Nk,Nb,Nr): i=0 

w=[] 
while(i<Nk): 

 

w.a ppend([hex(ord(key[4*i])).lstrip('0x').zfill(2),hex(ord(key[4*i+1])).lstrip('0x').zfi 

ll(2),hex(ord(key[4*i+2])).lstrip('0x').zfill(2),hex(ord(key[4*i+3])).lstrip('0x').zfill (2)]) 

i+=1 
i=Nk 

w =[[w[j][i] for j in range(len(w))] for i in range(len(w[0]))] #Converting Rows ToColumns 

while(i<Nb*(Nr+1)): temp=w[i-

1].copy() if i%Nk==0: 

temp=xor(SubWord(RotWord(temp)),Rcon(i//Nk)) 
w.append(xor(w[i-Nk],temp)) 

i+=1 
returnw 

#Cipher Function To Create Cipher Text def 
Cipher(in_msg,key,Nb,Nr,Nk): 

State=state(in_msg) rnd=0 

print() 
print(' ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ') 

print() print('Round:',rnd) 

print('State:')  print(State) 

w=KeyExpansion(key,Nk,Nb,Nr) 

AddRoundKey(State,w,rnd,Nb) 

print('After AddRoundKey:') print(State) 
for rnd in range(1,Nr): print() 

print(' ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ') 

print() print('Round:',rnd) 

print('State:') print(State) 

SubBytes(State) print('After 

SubBytes:') print(State) 
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ShiftRows(State) print('After 

ShiftRows:') printt(State) 

MixColumns(State) print('After 

MixColumns:') printt(State) 

AddRoundKey(State,w,rnd,Nb) 

print('After AddRoundKey:') 

printt(State) 

print() 

print(' ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ') 

print() print('Round:',Nr) 

print('State:') printt(State) 

SubBytes(State) print('After SubBytes:') 

printt(State) ShiftRows(State) 

print('After ShiftRows:') printt(State) 

AddRoundKey(State,w,Nr,Nb) 

print('After AddRoundKey:') 

printt(State) 
 

out_msg=State.copy() 

out_msg =[[out_msg[j][i]for j in range(len(out_msg))] for i in 
range(len(out_msg[0]))] #Converting Rows ToColumns 

 

flatten_list = [j for sub in out_msg for j in sub] out_msg=" 

".join(flatten_list) 

print('Output Cipher Text:',out_msg) 
 

mesg=input('Enter Your Message :') 

cip_key=input('Enter Key:') 

Cipher(mesg,cip_key,4,10,4) 
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Result/Output 
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Discussion 
 

The necessary resources such as sixteen S-boxes, inverseS-

boxes, multiplicative inverse tables required for 
theworkingof  customized  algorithm  were  implemented 

using Python. The key generation and selection protocol have 
been programmed in Python as well. The acquired tablesused  

with  AES  framework  resulted  in  text encryption. 
However, we were not able to perform decryption as we were 

getting repeated bugs in our decryption code . 



 
 

 

  

 

Conclusion 
 

The Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm is an iterative private key 

symmetric block cipher that can process data blocks of 128 bits through the 

use of cipher keys with lengths of 128, 192, and 256 bits. An efficient 

Python implementation of 128-bit block and 128-bit key AES cryptosystem 

has been presented in this project. An Optimized and Synthesizable Python 

code is developed for the implementation of both 128-bit data encryption 

and decryption process & description is verified using Python in Visual 

StudiosCode. 
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FutureScope 

 
One could work on selection of a larger key size which would make the 

algorithm is more secure, and a larger input block to increase the 

throughput. The extra increase in area can however be tolerated. So 

such an algorithm with high level of security and high throughput can 

have ideal applications such as in multimedia communications. 

Furthermore, study of optimization approaches for the implementations 

supporting multiple key lengths and modes of operation have 

tremendous scope for future work. 
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